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Carolina Hurricanes, Stanley Cup contenders? Here are the 3 big factors 

By Cory Lavalette 

On May 18, 2018, Rod Brind’Amour sat alongside Carolina 
GM Don Waddell and owner Tom Dundon and said he 
planned, as the next coach of the Hurricanes, to make the 
team relevant again. 

To many, that meant getting the Hurricanes back to the 
playoffs after a nine-year absence. But Brind’Amour made it 
clear that day that simply reaching the postseason wasn’t 
enough. 

“For whatever reason,” he said, “our expectations have fallen 
a little bit here, and we need to raise those.” 

Fast forward to the present and, after four straight trips to the 
postseason and back-to-back division titles, the objective is 
crystal clear. 

The Hurricanes are among the Stanley Cup favorites 
heading into the 2022-23 season, and Carolina’s success will 
no longer be measured in playoff berths and divisional 
banners that are raised quietly during the offseason. 

It’s always been championship or bust for the coach, but is 
this the year his team gets over the hump and fully restores 
the legacy built when Brind’Amour raised the trophy as 
captain in 2006? 

The key pieces are in place. Sebastian Aho, Teuvo 
Teravainen and Andrei Svechnikov are established up front, 
and Jaccob Slavin and Brett Pesce continue to be the 
cornerstones on defense. Jordan Staal, who in the blink of 
an eye is in the final year of a 10-year contract, is the 
foundation on which Brind’Amour’s message of hard work 
and accountability is built. 

Carolina has an emerging star in 20-year-old Seth Jarvis, 
solid goaltending in Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta, and 
has added veterans Brent Burns, Paul Stastny and Max 
Pacioretty, who crave their first title in the same way Ray 
Whitney, Bret Hedican, Glen Wesley and Doug Weight did in 
2006. 

“The older guys, there’s just probably have a better 
appreciation because they understand that every year that 
goes by is a year you didn’t get it done,” Brind’Amour said. 

“So we’ve got a hungry group this way having not achieved 
that goal yet, and I think there’s also a real good 
understanding of how hard we’ve got to push.” 

On paper, this year — the 25th anniversary of the franchise’s 
relocation to North Carolina from Hartford — has all the 
makings of a championship season. 

But 82 regular-season games and four rounds of the playoffs 
have a funny way of making smudges, creases and tears on 
what looks like an impeccable resume. Those all will come, 

and it’s how a team navigates those bumps in the road that 
makes a champion. 

Can Carolina do it? Absolutely. Will they do it? They need 
these things to go right. 

Max power 

Injuries are a part of any team’s journey, but Pacioretty — 
the six-time 30-goal scorer gifted to the Hurricanes by cap-
addled Vegas in the offseason — had barely taken his first 
step in Raleigh before he took two back. 

The 33-year-old winger, brought in to provide reliable scoring 
for a team that saw its offense dry up in two straight 
postseasons, underwent surgery on Aug. 10 for a torn 
Achilles suffered when preparing for the season. 

The recovery time is six months, and Pacioretty told me this 
week that he’s optimistic he can be ready before the Stadium 
Series outdoor game at North Carolina State’s Carter-Finley 
Stadium on Feb. 20. That checks out — it would be six 
months and 10 days after the procedure — and would 
provide Carolina with a pre-trade deadline boost. 

“It’s not going to be easy,” Brind’Amour said of Pacioretty’s 
wait to return to the ice. “It’s probably going to get harder for 
him the closer we get and when we actually start playing. … 
He’s got a lot of guys to lean on, kind of just make him feel 
part of it. And then we’re looking forward to when he’s 
healthy, he’ll get to help us out.” 

Verdict: Pacioretty is about as reliable a scorer as you can 
find in the NHL. That said, anyone coming off an injury as 
serious as this shouldn’t be seen as a midseason savior. 
Pacioretty will be a big addition, but what Carolina really 
needs is for Svechnikov to become a star. 

Beyond the offer sheet 

Plenty of people in Montreal laughed last season as Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi logged fourth-line minutes with the Hurricanes. 
The target of a successful offer sheet by the Hurricanes 
during the summer of 2021, Kotkaniemi made $6.1 million 
while posting 12 goals and 29 points in just over 12 minutes 
of ice time a night. 

Carolina saw enough to give the 22-year-old center an eight-
year, $38.56 million contract extension in late March. When 
unrestricted free agent Vincent Trocheck signed with the 
Rangers, the door opened for Kotkaniemi to jump up the 
lineup. 

“That’s the hope, that’s why he got brought in,” Brind’Amour 
said. “I think management had an idea that this might be 
exactly what happened, that ‘Troch’ was gonna move on. So 
they had a good backup plan.” 
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While 29 points in 66 games don’t sound like second-line 
production, it’s important to factor in the increased ice time 
Kotkaniemi is poised to get. Trocheck played just shy of 18 
minutes a night last season and finished with 21 goals and 
51 points in 81 games. 

That’s 0.9 goals and 2.1 points per 60 minutes. Kotkaniemi’s 
numbers last season? He had 0.9 goals and 2.2 points per 
60. Add in that he’s started the season centering Svechnikov 
and Martin Necas — his four most common five-on-five 
linemates last season were Derek Stepan, Necas, Steven 
Lorentz and Jordan Martinook — and you don’t need fuzzy 
math to make a case for Kotkaniemi. 

“He’s a young kid with a lot of talent, and we’ve talked about 
this a lot,” Brind’Amour said. “And I think it’s time now. He’s 
got to start emerging, and I think I’ve got to give him the 
opportunity, but he’s got to go ahead and earn it.” 

Kotkaniemi seems ready to seize the moment. 

“I think now I know how everything works,” he said of having 
a year with Carolina under his belt. “So it’s the same system, 
same guys, same coaches, so I think this year will be better. 
We have high expectations for the whole team, so hopefully 
we’re gonna reach those.” 

Verdict: Most are seeing Kotkaniemi as a downgrade from 
Trocheck. Not me. What Carolina loses in Trocheck’s 
truculence and penalty killing it gains in Kotkaniemi’s size 
and vision. The former No. 3 overall pick is unlikely to ever 
score 30 goals — he’d need to shoot the puck a whole lot 
more than he seems willing — but he will win offensive zone 
battles and has a knack for finding the open guy. He should 
take a huge step this year. 

Career year for Slavin 

Slavin is already considered the most gentlemanly and best 
defensive defenseman in the game. The one part of his 
game that keeps him from being a perennial Norris Trophy 
favorite is his offense. 

The 28-year-old had career-highs in assists (38) and points 
(42) last season, but there’s untapped upside beyond that. 
One could rightly view the addition of Burns as Slavin’s 
running mate as the latest instant offense being added to the 
Slavin defensive cocktail. Playing alongside Slavin should 
allow Burns to roam free and pile up points. 

But on the defensive end, Burns brings the best of his two 
predecessors on Slavin’s right side — the size of Dougie 
Hamilton and the competitiveness of Tony DeAngelo. That 
could free up Slavin to flash his offensive side a bit more. 

In desperate moments, Slavin has shown he can rush the 
puck up the ice and dangle around defenders with the best of 
them. Perhaps having Burns backing him up will encourage 
him to embrace those skills a bit more. 

Verdict: Slavin is as selfless a player as you’ll find. It appears 
he will be relieved of any power-play responsibilities to start 
the season, so any boost in offense will have to come at 
even strength. I could see him eclipsing 50 points this 
season, but that probably won’t be enough to get him into 
Norris territory. 

So, will they do it? 

“We want to be the best in the world,” Kotkaniemi said, “so 
that’s what we expect and that’s what we work for every 
day.” 

The Hurricanes have the look of Stanley Cup contenders. 
Like any team, they need things to break their way to make it 
happen. 

Can Andersen follow up his bounce-back regular season 
with a similar performance followed by a sterling 
postseason? Will Svechnikov emerge as a 40-goal scorer? 
Will Jarvis avoid the sophomore slump and build on an 
impressive rookie year? Is the Eastern Conference playoff 
gauntlet too much? 

These are all answers we’ll get in time. 

It took Brind’Amour 16 NHL seasons and six in Carolina to 
go beyond relevance and reach the ultimate goal. When the 
Hurricanes open their season Oct. 12 at home against 
Columbus, it will be 1,608 days since Brind’Amour officially 
took the reins of a franchise that, more than anyone else, is 
synonymous with him. 

“Patience,” Brind’Amour said at the start of his first training 
camp in 2018. “I’m not a very patient person. I didn’t take the 
job not to win or try to win or expect to win. Maybe I need to 
be a little more patient. I don’t know. We’ll see how that 
works out.” 

It sure feels like this is the year it works out. 
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Category 5: Hurricanes continue dominant preseason 

Carolina is 3-0-0 past the midway point of training camp 

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — The Hurricanes topped the Panthers 4-3 on 
Saturday at PNC Arena to improve to 3-0-0 on the 
preseason. Carolina has two exhibitions remaining — at 
home Monday against Columbus and Tuesday in Buffalo 
against the Sabres — to determine how its roster will look to 
start the season. 

1. Coach Rod Brind’Amour has been pleased with his team’s 
performance in the three preseason games. He should be. 
The Hurricanes have outshot their opponents 121-61 in the 
three games, including 47-10 on Saturday. In its one road 
game, Carolina was outshot 30-28 by Florida’s mostly NHL 
lineup but still managed to win 5-2 with a roster made up 
predominantly of prospects. 

“We’ve played three games, and I’ve been happy with how 
—forget the score — just been happy with how we played 
them,” Brind’Amour said. 

2. The new defensemen have perhaps been the most 
impressive. Dylan Coghlan, who didn’t play Saturday, has 
four assists in two games — using both his booming slap 
shot and his passing vision — and shown he can play his off 
side. 

He seems like a lock from where I’m sitting, especially since 
he’s been a mainstay in power play work during practices 
this training camp. 

Brent Burns, meanwhile, had a ho-hum preseason debut: 
two goals and 12 shot attempts in 22:40 of ice time. 

“It was fun to see the guys from this side of it,” Burns said. “A 
lot of skill, but the skill works hard. So I think that’s the 
biggest thing is you got a lot of guys at work. So it’s fun to be 
part of.” 

Brind’Amour wasn’t surprised Burns made a good first 
impression on the hometown fans. 

“Not surprising. He’s been great since Day 1,” Brind’Amour 
said. 

3. Another item on defense. Calvin de Haan, who came to 
camp on a professional try out, was given a one-year, 
$850,000 contract. Signed Friday night and announced 
Saturday, the deal makes official de Haan’s second tour of 
duty with the Hurricanes. 

“I took a PTO here for a reason,” de Haan said. “I know this 
team has got championships on their mind, and I’m kind of 

on the the older side of hockey age now. So I want a chance 
to win, and I think this team’s got a good opportunity and, at 
the same time, I think I can help.” 

The move makes sense. Carolina was lacking a veteran left-
handed depth defenseman, and de Haan — having played 
with the team in Brind’Amour’s first season as coach in 2018-
19 — has familiarity with the team and its systems. 

“We all know the game is about keeping the puck out of your 
net,” Brind’Amour said. “… He understands how we want to 
play, and then guys that you can count on, I think that’s really 
what he’s all about.” 

De Haan looked like he had a huge weight off his shoulders 
when speaking with the media after the game. The 31-year-
old wants to play for a Stanley Cup and the Hurricanes were 
his top choice. 

“The core group of guys here are awesome people too,” de 
Haan said, “so it’s gonna be pretty hard to complain. So I’m 
really looking forward to the season.” 

4. A name to watch: Malte Stromwall. 

The 28-year-old veteran of four KHL seasons and two more 
in the top league in his home of Sweden scored in his 
preseason debut Tuesday and followed that with an even 
better effort Saturday. 

While he had no points Saturday and his stat line doesn’t 
jump off the page (one SOG, three shot attempts), he was 
noticeable in just over 11 minutes of ice time. 

Who wins the jobs on defense has been a point of intrigue all 
camp, but there are also a few forward spots to be claimed. 
Don’t be surprised if Stromwall sneaks in and steals one. 

5. It’s preseason, so take it with a grain of salt, but Andrei 
Svechnikov looks like he’s ready to make “the leap.” 

He seems bigger and faster than last season, seemingly 
hasn’t lost one puck battle all preseason, and is just an utter 
handful for opposing defenders. 

He hasn’t done it against a team with a full NHL defense yet, 
but Svechinkov — paired up at the moment with Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi and Martin Necas — looks like a dominant force. 
Svechnikov has a goal and an assist in each of his games 
this preseason. I think we’ll see much of that in the regular 
season too. 
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Mailbag #37: Don Waddell 

Your questions, answered by the President & General 
Manager of the Canes 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - During Saturday's exhibition contest at PNC 
Arena, President & General Manager Don Waddell answered 
questions from the fans for his annual "State of the Canes" 
address. 

Questions were submitted via email and Twitter. 

(Please Note: Some questions have been edited for clarity.)  

Last year was exciting for lots of reasons - a franchise record 
54 wins and 116 points - but we know the team's goal was to 
win the Stanley Cup. The aspirations for the organization 
remain the same, so to you, what makes you believe that this 
team can achieve it? 

We set out this summer with the goal of pushing our team 
being our closer to being that Stanley Cup contender, and I 
think we had a good summer. We feel pretty good about the 
moves we made, both via trades and free agency. 

When you look at our roster, you need all types of players. 
We added some more veteran players to our young group to 
hopefully help our team get to the next level. 

The team added some big pieces this offseason in Brent 
Burns, Max Pacioretty and Paul Stastny, what excites you 
about those three pieces and all of the team's additions, 
collectively? 

Well, first, that they all want to be here. When you're building 
a roster, you want players that want to be here - but you 
don't always get to do that. 

Brent Burns had a no-trade clause and he waived it to 
become a Hurricane. He didn't have to, he's earned that right 
[to have a no-trade clause], but he did because he wanted to 
come here. That's a heck of a player. 

Max Pacioretty, we're obviously disappointed to see him 
injured, but he's a player that's scored a lot of goals. He's a 
big time player. He's big, he's strong and he battles. We think 
he brings us closer to being a championship team. 

Stastny, we didn't have to trade for. He could've gone to any 
one of the other 31 teams, but he chose to come to us. Four 
or five years ago that wasn't always the case for players. 
Now we have a bunch of guys that want to come here to help 
the team be the best that it can. 

How proud are you that the Canes have become a 
destination organization? 

I think it speaks volumes to what we're building here.  

There are more players that would like to come here but we 
have the salary cap to work around. We're certainly going to 
keep trying to bring the best players that we can here, so that 
way we can keep this a place that players want to play. 

It's the team's 25th Anniversary season and we've already 
seen some reveals - the logo at center ice and the vintage-
inspired red uniforms. What else are you looking forward to 
celebrating this year? 

We have a lot of things planned, things that [Canes Chief 
Marketing Officer] Mike Forman doesn't want me to reveal 
just yet, but we're very excited about them and we think our 
fans will be too. 

The jerseys - the response was tremendous when we 
released them. They'll be available to our fans on October 6 
and we know that there's already a lot of interest in them. 

We have a big surprise to reveal in a couple of weeks and 
it's something that our fans have asked for for a long time. I'll 
leave it at that. 

 What's something you're looking forward to specifically 
about the Stadium Series game? 

To be honest, for the puck to drop. 

A lot of work has gone on by our staff over the last couple of 
years - Mike Forman, [Vice President of Ticket Sales] Sara 
Daniel, and a lot of others - so we're just excited to see it all 
happen. Our players are excited about it too, which is 
awesome. Being down in the locker room, they're always 
talking about it. 

I think it's going to be a fun and memorable event. Not only 
the game, but everything else that will be a part of it that our 
fans are going to see soon. 

How much of an NHL General Managers job is proactive 
versus reactive? 

I would say about 80% of the job has got to be proactive. 

Our Hockey Operations staff does a tremendous job 
preparing for the draft, free agency, when trades come up. I 
really feel like it benefits you to be proactive, because then 
you can take advantage of situations when you're prepared. 

The other side of it though is that you do have to be aware of 
what's going on around you. 
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One team that did win a championship last season was the 
Chicago Wolves, American Hockey League affiliate of the 
Canes. How exciting is that for the future of the organization 
and what are your expectations for them this season? 

I'm a true believer that if you're keeping score, you're trying 
to win. That's our mindset. 

We've actually won the last two Calder Cups, having 
previously been affiliated with Charlotte in 2019 and then 
now again with Chicago this year. 

Any time you draft players like Martin Necas and have the 
opportunity to play in more playoff games, that experience is 
so valuable. You get to see how guys like Jack Drury and 
Jalen Chatfield play in playoff games and it's hard to 
replicate that. 

I'm looking forward to another successful year for Chicago.

 
 
 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3646983/2022/10/03/hurricanes-preview-stanley-cup/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/10/category-5-hurricanes-continue-dominant-preseason/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-37-don-waddell/c-335966332 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1253700 Buffalo Sabres 

 

Inside the NHL: Game behind the game is hit for Sabres mates Rasmus 
Dahlin and Casey Mittelstadt 

 

Mike Harrington News Sports Reporter 

 

Don Granato wants to see competitiveness out of all of his players no 
matter what they're doing, and it's one reason he loves Rasmus Dahlin. 
The Sabres' defenseman hates to lose hockey games, like he should. 
But he's not fond of losing at golf, video games or anything else, either. 

The Buffalo coach peeled back the curtain following a training camp 
practice last week with an entertaining anecdote about a training system 
called RapidShot that the Sabres purchased for their shooting room in a 
restricted area of their KeyBank Center quarters. 

The machine passes a sequence of 16 pucks in short order and 
electronically calculates a score using variables of a player's shot after 
they receive the passes. Players can keep track of their own scores and 
follow their teammates' progress on a phone app, and that's where the 
one-upsmanship comes in. 

"So Dahlin went in there and had a high score, and Casey Mittelstadt 
went in there to break the high score and he did," a smiling Granato 

recounted. "Dahlin saw it on his phone later and actually went back in to 
break it. And he has the record now. According to the guys who installed 
the machine, they've never seen scores that high, which is good. But 
that's competitiveness. 

"Those two guys specifically, and I would put (Dylan Cozens) in that mix, 
too, because I think he's on that chart as well. They just don't like to lose. 
And it's fun to see." 

Mittelstadt and Dahlin, close friends and roommates during their time in 
Buffalo, were going so hard at the game that they developed blisters on 
their hands and had to take a few days off from the machine. 

"But I wasn't out of the building and came back to get the high score," a 
laughing Dahlin made sure to point out. "I was in here. I heard 
(Mittelstadt) beat me so I went back there until I beat it. But the real news 
is he's back on the top. I have to take about three days and I'll be back 
on the top." 

"You feel like you can always score better," Mittelstadt said. "Usually you 
miss one or two shots but if you don't miss any, you can get a super high 
score. You just keep going and going. A game is like 30 seconds, maybe 
a minute. It's super fast. Only 16 shots a game. I've been in there like an 
hour sometimes. Before you know it, you've kept hitting reset and you've 
played like 10 games." 

Mittelstadt said he had not checked the game for a few hours but said he 
had heard Anders Bjork had passed both he and Dahlin, so they now 
have some work to do to get back atop the leaderboard. 
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"There's camaraderie to it," Dahlin said. "We could play any game and 
there would still be the same stuff going on. Tennis, golf, whatever. But 
that particular thing is good for you. You're working on your shot at the 
same time you're having fun with your buddies." 

Both Dahlin and Mittelstadt sheepishly showed off their blisters when 
asked. The palms of the hand take a beating from gripping the stick and 
firing all those pucks in quick succession. 

"I got a little one there but it's healed now," Mittelstadt said. "Hey, it was a 
lot worse at first." 

The media is back 

For the first time since March of 2020, the media returned to do 
interviews in the Sabres' dressing room last week. Off limits since the 
start of the Covid-19 pandemic, the doors to the team's downtown lair 
swung open following Tuesday's game against Philadelphia and after 
Wednesday's practice. 

The room will be open on a daily basis starting this week and media 
access will be restored to what it was prior to the start of the pandemic. 
While you would think most players would prefer to keep the media out of 
the room, that isn't really the case. They had long ago tired of Zoom calls 
or getting pulled out of the room to appear in an interview area. 

Cozens is one of an unusual group of young players in that he's played 
120 career NHL games and had never seen a reporter in the dressing 
room because his debut came during the 2021 pandemic season. 

"It's just something new to experience. I guess every year right now 
something new is getting added for me," said Cozens. "It's something to 
get used to I guess, right? We usually like to hang out here for a long 
time after and say what we say. That's obviously not going to be quite the 
same. It's just going to be new experience having media in right away 
after games." 

Cozens said interviews when he played junior hockey at Lethbridge were 
done outside the dressing room. When he played Team Canada at the 
World Juniors, players were brought to an Olympic-style mixed zone to 
meet with reporters. 

And Cozens knows that as the Sabres' profile in the league starts to 
grow, dealing with the media will become a bigger part of the job. 

"It's cool," he said. "When you're going for the Stanley Cup, everything's 
kind of going on camera at that point when the media is in. You have to 
get used to it." 

With the NHL and NBA returning to normal access, the media has 
returned to the dressing rooms in all four major professional leagues. 

Sabre points 

• The Sabres announced 9,125 tickets were distributed for Tuesday's 
exhibition home opener against Philadelphia. Looked like around 5,000 in 
the house but that's not the story. The real point is how the tickets-sold 
count is much higher than last preseason and many regular season 
games in the first half. 

It shows a clear increase in the season ticket base, which was around 
6,500 last year. The Sabres are still selling season tickets and partial 
packages, and a total count won't be released likely until the week of the 
season opener. But it seems like a slow return from fans on both sides of 
the border.  

• Speaking of Sabres attendance, I had not noticed the ugly conflict on 
the Sabres' schedule on Thursday, Dec. 1. It's the lone visit of the 
season to KeyBank Center by the Stanley Cup champion Colorado 
Avalanche, and it starts 70 minutes ahead of kickoff in Gillette Stadium 
for the Bills' Thursday nighter against the New England Patriots. 

• Old friend Rasmus Ristolainen to Flyers reporters on new coach John 
Tortorella: "I think he's exactly what we needed here." Ristolainen didn't 
make the trip to Buffalo for Tuesday's exhibition game against the 
Sabres.  

Around the boards 

• Veteran Tampa Bay writer Greg Auman of the Athletic tweeted a picture 
from a Lightning fan with a jersey of goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy 
draped across the front door of a house waiting for the arrival of 
Hurricane Ian. The fan accompanied the picture with the notation, "They 
were out of plywood. He saves everything else." 

Passing this along with permission from a @TBLightning fan here in 
Tampa — storm can’t take away the sense of humor here. 
pic.twitter.com/GyoqVFkEn8 

— Greg Auman (@gregauman) September 28, 2022 

After the apocalyptic storm made a turn and decimated Southwest 
Florida rather than heading into Tampa Bay, the Lightning Foundation 
and the foundation of owner Jeff Vinik each donated $1 million toward 
relief efforts. 

• Leafs star Auston Matthews threw a ceremonial first pitch prior to 
Tuesday's Blue Jays-Yankees game and brought linemates Mitch Marner 
and Michael Bunting with him to meet Aaron Judge, one night before the 
6-foot-7 slugger tied Roger Maris' American League home run record that 
had stood for 61 years. Said the 6-foot-3 Matthews: "I don't know if I've 
ever felt that small standing next to someone but it's really cool to meet a 
guy who's at the top of his sport." 

60 homers meets 60 goals pic.twitter.com/WQi3xM3HUq 

— Ian Joudrey (@IanJoudrey) September 27, 2022 

• There's been some big injuries around the league in preseason, topped 
by the oblique strain suffered by Toronto center John Tavares that will 
keep him out past the season opener. Anaheim star Trevor Zegras left 
Thursday's game against Arizona early after taking a big open-ice hit and 
his status is uncertain, while Leafs defensemen Jake Muzzin and Jordie 
Benn were both injured Wednesday against Montreal. That sparked 
unsigned restricted free agent Rasmus Sandin to return to camp and sign 
a two-year, $2.8 million deal. 

This corner's view is that 6-8 preseason games are simply too many. The 
Sabres, like most teams, have carried more than 50 players in camp for 
over a week and that's an unnecessary number. Year-round training 
means these guys can be ready for the season after no more than four 
exhibitions. But there's revenue to be made with these games in lots of 
markets and economic realities always matter. 

• A release on new food offerings for the Islanders' 50th anniversary 
season, which is their second in UBS Arena, included a note on their 
Buffalo chicken cheesesteak, topped with white cheddar sauce, blue 
cheese crumbles and green onions. Sign me up come March when the 
Sabres are there. 

In an ode to the 50th anniversary, the Islanders also are offering a 
souvenir ice cream goalie helmet with team-colored blue and orange 
swirls in the vanilla ice cream, and blue and orange sprinkles.  

Buffalo News LOADED: 10.03.2022 

1253757 San Jose Sharks 

 

Czech government to allow Sharks' Russian players in Prague 

 

by Sheng Peng 

 

Editor's note: Sheng Peng will be a regular contributor to NBC Sports 
California's Sharks coverage. You can read more of his coverage on San 
Jose Hockey Now, listen to him on the San Jose Hockey Now Podcast, 
and follow him on Twitter at @Sheng_Peng. 
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It’s official: The Czech Republic will allow the Sharks and Nashville 
Predators to bring their Russian players into the country. 

The Sharks and Predators are scheduled to open the NHL’s regular 
season in Prague on Oct. 7 and 8, as part of the NHL’s Global Series. 

Tomas Pojar, Advisor for Foreign and Security Policy for the Prime 
Minister of the Czech Republic, confirmed to Czech news outlet Seznam 
Zpravy: “This is a private event, they have visas, so from the state’s point 
of view there is no reason not to let them in. National security is certainly 
not threatened by their presence. And I’m not even mentioning that, in 
addition to Schengen visas, they have long-term American work visas 
and live in the USA.” 

This follows what NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly revealed to San 
Jose Hockey Now last Friday: “Everyone who needs visas already has 
them.” 
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Greetings from Berlin! I Can Use Your Help 

 

Sheng Peng 

2-3 minutes 02/10/2022 

 

BERLIN – It’s going to be a season like no other. 

Last year, SJHN logged thousands of miles of air travel, from Montreal to 
New York to Fort Lauderdale, in the quest to provide the best, most 
complete San Jose Sharks coverage anywhere. 

Much of this was thanks to you! Your contributions to my travel Tip Jar 
made this all possible. 

And now, San Jose Hockey Now has crossed the Atlantic. 

I’ve just landed in Germany to cover the beginning of a brand-new San 
Jose Sharks era in Berlin and Prague. The last time that the Sharks 
skated overseas was in 2010, when they visited Stockholm. 

I hope you can help me to provide the best Sharks coverage around 
once again! 

I’ve set up a Tip Jar to help fund my travel this season. 100 percent of 
what you contribute will go toward getting me to and from San Jose 
Sharks road games. There will be full transparency with how these tips 
are used. Anything is appreciated! 

I’m genuinely moved by your support, thank you for everything last year – 
you’re the reason why San Jose Hockey Now is here. 
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Charron: What I learned working in an NHL front office and what I’m 
bringing back to writing 

 

Cam Charron 

8-10 minutes 03/10/2022 

 

I’ll get the backstory out of the way as quickly as possible: Following my 
graduation from university in 2010, I wrote about hockey as the industry 
transitioned from print to online. I wrote for any website that would pay 
me, focusing on the analytical side of the game. At a certain point, I 
determined that writing about hockey analytics in the early 2010s wasn’t 
a viable career path and quit in the summer of 2014 to begin a new 
career as a personal trainer. 

Six weeks later, I received a text message with a job offer. For the next 
eight years, I worked in the Hockey Research & Development 
department of the Toronto Maple Leafs.  

When that department was formed in 2014, the landscape of hockey 
research was much different than it is today. At the time, it was probably 
easier to grab low-hanging fruit: Big players were overvalued, small 
players were undervalued, and teams signed players to contracts coming 
off career-high seasons in shooting percentage. Teams wasted roster 
spots on fighters, and they wasted draft picks on tall players who could 
dunk a basketball but offer little on the ice. 

Being able to contribute to a team as the sport got progressively smarter 
was a rewarding experience, if not a little annoying when the same team 
(not saying who) kept drafting the same players that our department 
wanted to draft.  

By 2022, the demands of the job changed. The low-hanging fruit is 
arguably gone, and teams now need people who are a lot smarter than 
me to make sense of the millions of data points that teams have access 
to. The basics of hockey analysis are so ingrained within the Maple 
Leafs’ front office that they don’t need somebody at the table telling them 
why it doesn’t make sense to extend a player coming off a 21-goal 
season where he shot 14.3 percent, after previously only shooting 7.3 
percent in his career. 

The coaching staff doesn’t need an extra voice diagramming why exiting 
the defensive zone with control is preferable to dumping the puck out. 
The job itself became a day-to-day grind of reports breaking down 
upcoming opponents and breaking down the team’s performance 
immediately following games. It was disenchanting because I didn’t feel 
like I was breaking any new ground in that role. 

So, when the Leafs made the decision not to renew my contract, rather 
than try to chase down another front-office position, I thought it made the 
most sense for me to return to the public discussion. For one, it’s a lot 
less stressful. For another, over eight years with the Leafs, the ultimate 
goal was to find information that would lead the team to win games. It 
seems like over the last few years, public analytics discussion has been 
a race to rank teams and players, rather than find specific, meaningful 
areas these teams or players can improve on. 

Not all decisions are cut and dry. You cannot take two graphs, one 
showing that one particular player is “good” and one other player is “bad” 
and let that be the focal point of your analysis. The gap in talent between 
any two NHLers in 2022 is razor-thin and any results will be influenced as 
much by the situation a player finds himself in as anything else. 

As hockey statistics have gained popularity and more mainstream 
appeal, we’re beginning to see the proliferation of all-in-one measures 
like GAR in an effort to rank a player’s total contribution to his team. I’m 
not convinced there’s enough publicly available data to be able to do 
that. What the NHL publishes officially is dwarfed by the amount of data 
provided to teams by independent services, which not only includes data 
like passing, zone entries, or puck retrievals, but has more accurate 
location and time stamping. It makes it easier to get a clear picture of the 
game when you’re looking at thousands of data points as opposed to the 
300 or so  

Published by the NHL in each game. 

This is also a fundamental flaw of current, publicly available expected 
goals models: shots that are preceded by a pass are more than twice as 
likely to go in as those that aren’t. Omitting pre-shot movement data (not 
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by choice) makes a huge impact on these measures, underrating or 
overrating certain players based on what is publicly available. 

All this is to say that it’s not always as simple as one player having more 
blue on his bar chart and one player having more red. When making 
recommendations with millions of dollars of somebody else’s money on 
the line, an analyst needs to seek out the right tool for the job. Within our 
department, there was lots of disagreement on players that usually boiled 
down to how we weighted a player’s relative strengths or weaknesses. 
No opinion is totally objective, and some analysts will weigh certain 
metrics above others. 

As noted above, the ultimate goal is not about being right. It’s about what 
will help your team win the most games. 

While that doesn’t bring us any closer to having a proper catchall 
measure similar to baseball’s WAR, I’d argue the collective 
understanding of hockey isn’t at a point where we can start to do that.  

People on the outside, including die-hard fans, have the benefit of being 
emotionally dispossessed from the inner workings of a hockey team. As 
Jerry Seinfeld famously put it, “we’re rooting for clothes.” Even as 
somebody who did not interact with players, it became much easier to 
gain an emotional attachment to certain players, more than I ever did as 
a fan. Seeing a player be developed by the organization and seeing his 
improvement in the minors and getting up to the NHL is rewarding since 
you can see the work that the player and your colleagues put into it. 
Having to expose a player like that to waivers is a difficult proposition, 
especially if the alternative is keeping around a player who may be better 
by several different metrics, but simply doesn’t know the organization as 
well. There are trade-offs that managers have to make on a human level. 

There’s also a negative side to emotion: If I write a report detailing why a 
particular player should get more ice time and send it to the coaching 
staff, if that player puts up a lousy effort leading to a bad goal against, 
that stings on an emotional level greater than the feeling of losing nine 
consecutive series-clinching games. It becomes harder to defend players 
or find the time to seek data points in their favor if they’re constantly 
making the same mistake or not appearing to play an honest game. It 
also becomes harder, when those mistakes happen, to not pick up the 
nearest object and hurl it at a wall. 

During my time with the Leafs, I lived in three different apartments. Each 
has a lasting scar as a result of some moment I couldn’t control my 
temper. 

I’m still finding things in my office that mysteriously disappeared when 
Alex Galchenyuk made that giveaway in Game 5. My neighbours might 
also be wondering who Wes McCauley, Graham Skilliter, and Brad Meier 
are, and why their names are usually preceded or followed by expletives. 

I want to respect my audience, and The Athletic gives me a good 
opportunity to do so. Right away, I know that I am writing for passionate 
hockey fans and sports fans that take a keen interest in the intellectual 
side of the game.  

I want to highlight teams and players that may not get a lot of love. I want 
to spend time answering questions that get overlooked by traditional 
media. Why, for instance, have leaguewide save percentages declined 
since the 2015-16 season? What are score effects and why do they 
exist? How could teams possibly defend against overpowered offences 
like the Panthers’ last season? Why do Hurricanes goalies overperform 
relative to expectations every year? 

Data isn’t only used to get to the answers. It’s best used to ask the right 
questions, and I intend to do that with my time here, asking the right 
questions and using the right tools to answer those questions.  

Most importantly, I want to learn more about this sport, and writing or 
talking out ideas and arguments brings me closer to answering the 
question about hockey I was asked on Day 1 with the Leafs back in 
September of 2014: “Just how does it all work?” 
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Sportsnet.ca / 'He inspired us all to be better people': Jets pay tribute to 
Hawerchuk 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

October 2, 2022, 9:05 AM 

 

WINNIPEG — Somewhere, Dale Hawerchuk was smiling. 

The man who served as the perfect bridge from the original Winnipeg 
Jets to the current edition was honoured Saturday afternoon with the 
unveiling of a statue of his likeness at the heart of True North Square, 
just outside the downtown arena. 

The ceremony featured comments from a number of players from the 
Jets 1.0 era and a cameo from Edmonton Oilers great and fellow Hall of 
Famer Paul Coffey, who played with Hawerchuk in the 1987 Canada Cup 
and became a close friend. 

Hawerchuk’s family was well represented, with those in attendance 
including his parents and his three children — Eric, Ben and Alexis. 

Dale’s wife Crystal received a standing ovation for her poignant words 
about the life he lived and the impact the community had on him. 

“He inspired us all to be better people. Everyone loved to be around him. 
He was special,” said Crystal. “The talent that we saw on the ice shone 
through his heart. He was generous with his time. He made a difference 
in the lives of many, and this is why we will not forget him. 

“This statue is a testament to the giving life he lived.” 

Jets co-owner and governor Mark Chipman lamented the fact Hawerchuk 
— who died of stomach cancer in August of 2020 — wasn’t in attendance 
to see the love and adulation from the thousands of fans on the scene or 
to hear the words of his teammates and friends. 

“Honestly the emotion that always comes to mind when I take time to 
process all this is just gratitude,” Chipman said. "Just gratitude to be part 
of this, to have gotten to know him the way I did, for the way he 
embraced us, the support of this community that we have for this team — 
which I experienced the day he signed here. 

“That pride welled up in me in 1981. I’ll never forget it. I’ve never lost that 
sense of pride for our community and what this team means to it. No one 
epitomized that, or created that sense of pride, in my lifetime more than 
Dale.” 

Chipman took some solace in being able to relay the news of the plan for 
the statue with Hawerchuk before his passing. 

“It was our hope that he’d be here today when we did this,” Chipman 
said. “His health declined very rapidly and we were advised of that. We 
thought the least we could do is tell him. 

“I remember the emotion from Dale and how thankful he was.” 

Those words were well received, according to Hawerchuk’s oldest son 
Eric, who was in the room when the news was delivered over the phone. 

“I didn’t know that’s what they were calling about,” Eric recalled on 
Saturday after the ceremony. “I remember when they told him, that was 
probably the most emotional I had seen my dad through his whole battle. 
It really meant so much to him. 

“I don’t think he had ever considered the thought that they would do 
something like that for him because he’s a humble guy. I’ll never forget 
that phone call. That’s five minutes I will never forget.” 
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Speaking of gratitude, Jets centre Mark Scheifele shared his thoughts 
about their strong relationship, which began during a conversation when 
Hawerchuk convinced him to join the Barrie Colts of the Ontario Hockey 
League after he had committed to going to Cornell of the NCAA. 

“Just, a teacher. He was the best coach I’ve ever had. I don’t think 
there’s many out there like him,” Scheifele said. “He was a guy that just 
wanted to teach guys, no matter if you were a first-line or a fourth-liner, 
whoever it was he wanted to teach you about how to get better or what to 
do on the ice. He would be on the ice showing you how to do it. 

“Whether it was about school, whether it was about being at home, 
whatever it was, he always had lessons to be taught, and that was one 
thing that I was so lucky that taught me a lesson every single day. Like I 
said in my speech, I get to drive by this statue every day and remember 
all those lessons, and that's a pretty amazing thing for me to now 
experience.” 

Scheifele on choosing to play for Hawerchuk and Colts: 'The best 
decision I ever made' 

Scheifele was excited to be able to swap stories with several of 
Hawerchuk’s teammates during the weekend. 

“It’s amazing. Hearing the stories and hearing people talk about Dale, it 
gives you the chills,” Scheifefle said. “Obviously I knew he meant a big 
deal to the city, but then to see a statue and hear all of his ex-teammates 
talk about him and reminisce about the days that they had with them, me 
being able to talk about the days I had with him. It’s one of those things, 
you wish he was still here. We all know he’s watching over us right now 
and that’s a pretty peaceful thing to think about.” 

Just as the moment is etched in time for Eric, the statue will be 
something that catches the attention of folks who stop by to see it and 
sparks a variety of memories. 

Whether you saw Hawerchuk play live, watched a highlight on TV or 
perhaps on YouTube or have been regaled with stories of his greatness, 
he was known as an even better person — which is high praise for 
someone who is in the Hall of Fame. 

Jets head coach Rick Bowness remembers what it was like when 
Hawerchuk came onto the scene as the first overall pick in the 1981 NHL 
Draft. 

“He steps on the ice and we’re like, 'Here’s our first-round pick, he’s the 
first pick overall,’ and you could tell then. Wow. This kid just took our 
franchise to a whole other level,” said Bowness, who played with and 
later coached Hawerchuk. “His playmaking, his skills, his vision, 
everything you saw as an 18-year-old kid before training camp. You go 
into training camp and he was clearly the best player. That was as an 18-
year-old kid. You watch him grow as a man and a player, that was a lot of 
fun.” 

Jets associate coach Scott Arniel first met Hawerchuk at training camp 
when the two were teenagers who would become teammates with the 
Cornwall Royals. 

Not only would they capture a pair of Memorial Cups together, but they 
were also both drafted by the Jets in 1981 and would remain lifelong 
friends. 

“I don't know if there's enough words,” said Arniel, asked what he thinks 
of when Hawerchuk’s name is brought up. “I don't know if people on the 
outside (know) how much he cared about his family, about his friends, 
about his teammates. He was a superstar. He maybe didn't get the 
recognition that other players got around the league at that time. But you 
wouldn't have known it every day in the way he carried himself. 

“He was just like everyone else. He was a humble guy and he was that 
way his whole career.” 
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TSN.CA / Sandin emerges from the Stockholm woods a bigger 
defenceman 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs practised in two groups at the Ford Performance Centre 
on Sunday.  

Waiting out a stalled contract negotiation while at home in Stockholm, 
Rasmus Sandin did something different.  

"I was actually out walking in the woods a couple of times and that's 
something I've not done before," the 22-year-old revealed. "I was looking 
for some chanterelle [mushrooms] in the woods. I didn't look at my 
phone. I was just focusing on finding some chanterelles out there. I [used 
them] in some cooking so that was a big help. I didn't have to go buy 
them in the store." 

Sandin, who was a restricted free agent with no arbitration rights, finally 
signed a two-year, $2.8-million contract with the Leafs on Thursday. Any 
regrets about how things played out?  

"Every negotiation is different," he said. "I'm super excited to be back and 
the sun's shining right now so I can't complain." 

Still dealing with jet lag, Sandin returned to practice on Sunday.  

"Better than I thought," he said of the session. "It was really, really fun to 
see all the guys." 

Sandin is still going through the team's fitness protocols and needs to get 
up to speed on the systematic changes that were implemented during the 
first week of camp.  

"It's going to take him some time to really get to the point where it would 
be fair to evaluate him," said coach Sheldon Keefe. "He's running on the 
treadmill going pretty quick here right now. He'll have to get settled in, in 
that sense, so he won't play tomorrow. The intent will be to get him in at 
the end of the week."  

The Leafs will play in Montreal on Monday before wrapping up their 
exhibition schedule with games against the Detroit Red Wings on Friday 
and Saturday. 

Sandin's summer may have lasted longer than anticipated, but the 5-foot-
11 defenceman put the time to good use. He's bulked up going from 178 
pounds to 194. 

"Lots bigger," he said with a smile. "I feel stronger. I feel better in my 
body overall. I feel healthy. I just feel really good. I'm excited to be back 
and hopefully that will show." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Sandman enters stage right; Engvall returns to practice 

Rasmus Sandin joined the Maple Leafs for the first time at training camp, 
skating on a pairing with Jake Muzzin and shifting over to the right side. 
Pierre Engvall also made his first appearance after being sidelined for a 
foot/ankle injury since camp opened. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

Sandin, a lefty, skated on the right side at Sunday's practice. 

"I feel comfortable on the right," he said. "I felt pretty good out there today 
... I need to prove myself. I need to show them I had a good summer and 
be ready when the season starts." 

With righty Timothy Liljegren out following hernia surgery, the Leafs need 
one of their lefties to shift over to start the season. Sandin is a prime 
candidate.  
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"It's something we want to look at, for sure," Keefe confirmed. "I spoke 
with him about that and we will get him those reps. I know he's done that 
before at different times. We'll see how it all shakes out."  

Keefe also coached Sandin during his time with the Toronto Marlies in 
the American Hockey League.  

"I've seen him over there before so I'm confident he can make that switch 
when needed and called upon," Keefe said.  

After stressful summer, Sandin feels 'better than I thought' in first Leafs 
practice 

After a stressful summer of contract negotiations with the Leafs, Rasmus 
Sandin discusses how he felt after his first practice with the team, while 
the Leafs explain how good it was to have the defenceman back. 

New goalie coach Curtis Sanford has Toronto's netminders wearing 
special goggles during pre-practice sessions.  

"They're kind of like blinders," said Matt Murray. "They take away your 
peripheral vision, basically. It's just a tracking aid. It forces you to use the 
middle of your eyes and the strongest part of your eyes." 

Per manufacturer Swivel Vision, the goggles limit what an athlete sees so 
as to utilize their optimal field of vision in order to gain better focus and 
react quicker. 

"It's a little bit challenging," said third-string goalie Erik Kallgren. 
"Obviously, it makes it harder to track the puck. It's a good tool to use 
before practice." 

What's it feel like?   

"It's kind of like tunnel vision," Kallgren said. "It narrows down your 
[vision] on the side so you got to be even more precise tracking the 
puck." 

Other teams are also using these devices, which look like sunglasses.  

"It's something that's gaining a little more traction, from what Curtis has 
told me, around the goalie community," Keefe said. "I think you'll see 
more of it happening around the league." 

New coach Sanford uses 'tunnel vision' goggles to prep Murray, Leafs 
goalies 

Toronto Maple Leafs' goaltenders Matt Murray and Erik Källgren reflect 
on new goalie coach Curtis Sanford and his unique use of 'tunnel vision' 
goggles, to help them focus on using their eyes to track the puck. 

Pierre Engvall took part in his first practice of training camp on Sunday.  

"He actually did a little more on the ice than he was expected to do so 
that's a sign to me that he was feeling good out there," Keefe noted.  

Engvall has been sidelined due to an off-season injury.  

"I twisted my foot on the ice this summer," the winger said. "I've been 
doing rehab and it's going better and better." 

Will he be able to get in a pre-season game?  

"I don't know yet. I felt good today so that was definitely progress."  

Engvall scored a career-high 15 goals in 78 games last season.  

"I just want to keep doing what I did last year," he said, "but I think I have 
better in me and can play better. I want to get better defensively, but also 
put [up] some more offensively." 

With John Tavares (oblique strain) sidelined to start the season, Michael 
Bunting will move into the net-front role on the top power-play unit 
alongside Marner, Auston Matthews, William Nylander and Morgan 
Rielly. Bunting plays with Matthews and Marner at even strength.  

"With the familiarity with Matthews and Marner that's a natural fit," Keefe 
said, "but he's also very good around the net so I think the skill sets, in 

that sense, are similar. The biggest difference that Bunts doesn't bring is 
the faceoff presence both in John's ability to win the draw, but also if 
John takes the draw it allows Auston to be in more of a shooting 
position." 

Tavares won the fourth most power-play faceoffs in the league last 
season (164-105) behind only Boston's Patrice Bergeron (170-92), 
Vancouver's Bo Horvat (173-89) and Edmonton's Leon Draisaitl (184-
130).  

Matthews won 21 of his 38 power-play draws last season. Jason Spezza, 
who retired in the summer, was second on the Leafs in power-play draws 
won (43-35). 

Toronto owned the best power-play percentage (27.3) in the National 
Hockey League last season.  

--- 

Following a three-point performance on Friday, Nick Robertson found 
himself skating on the second line at Sunday's practice beside Nylander 
and Alex Kerfoot.  

"The last two pre-season games, to me, this is the best I've seen Nick 
look in a Leafs jersey," said Keefe.   

Does he look any different to teammates?  

"Just hungry," observed Marner. "He wants to make this team pretty bad 
and you can see it in his games and you see it in practice."  

Keefe sees a player, who is learning what it takes to influence the game 
at a higher level.  
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